U lt r a m o d e r n s t y l i n g
Uncompromised performance

Elite Innovations
Elite Innovations has a passion to turn
ideas into realities. We are a design house
drawing from a variety of designers and
inventors to develop products from which
the world can find inspiration.

8/1265 Main North Rd
Para Hills West SA 5096
Australia
eliteinnovations.com.au
info@eliteinnovations.com.au
+61 8 8260 2060

We utilise a variety of methods to make
each individual product. From complex
CNC machine centres to one of South
Australia’s best welders and machinists
skilfully crafting each frame using only
the best TIG welding process. Our steel
is structural grade and our aluminium
components are individually made from
high quality billet aluminium – the same
method Lamborghini use to make their
wheels. Our glass is cut by water jet for
precision and exposed edges are polished
for that perfect finish.

Having been focused on the games room,
we are very proud of what we can offer our
clients thus far. We are excitedly working
on new products for this room, and look
forward to expanding our attention to the
rest of the home.
The future of Innovation is coming…

X-1 THE EVEREST
The X1 “Everest” is the result of a complete re-imagining. This revolutionised pool table top gives
the impression the playing surface is floating on air. Unlike anything the world has seen before, the
‘floating glass’ concept has the potential to start a new generation of tables that will once again change
the definition of ‘ultra modern’. Coupled with the transparent glass base, this table makes the perfect
showpiece for any modern interior.

Size: 8’
Frame Finish: TWO PACK “GRAND PIANO” highlights
Bumper Fabric: Warwick Global Suede
Includes accessory kit

Launched for 2016, this table respresents our commitment to innovation. Limited to 5 builds per
calendar year.
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G-1
Pool Table
THE VIRTUOSO
The G1 “Virtuoso” is Elite Innovations’ Pièce de résistance. Integrated ball runner system,
minimalist ‘floating’ pocket system and striking aesthetics make this the perfect centrepiece. The
impressive angles and lines all emanating from a central point ensure this table will be the talking
point of every function. As the Virtuoso is our signature table, it includes a luxurious ‘grand
piano’ finish that truly makes this table a one of a kind.
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Size: 8’
Frame Finish: TWO PACK “GRAND PIANO” FINISH
Bumper Fabric: Warwick Global Suede
Includes accessory kit
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G-4
Pool Table
tHE PHOENIX
The G4 “Phoenix” is a ‘re-think’ the traditional shape of pool tables of yesteryear, this ultraminimalist table maintains original form yet exudes luxury. Featuring a dual glass ball return
panel, this unique styling gives the impression pocketed balls are silently floating underneath the
playing area and collecting at one end of the table almost as if by some illusion of gravity. The
ultimate in minimalist-designed pool tables, the Phoenix will compliment virtually every interior.
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Size: 8’
Frame Finish: POWDER COAT
Bumper Fabric: Warwick Global Suede
Includes accessory kit
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G-7
Pool Table
THE MODE
The G7 “Mode” table is aptly named; both because of its elegance and modesty.
The frame consists of glass panels held in place by a strong supporting steel
structure. The ball return ‘platform’ is upholstered to match the bumpers and
balls can be collected from each pocket area. Even your pool table can now make
a fashion statement.
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Size: 8’
Frame Finish: POWDER COAT
Bumper Fabric: Warwick Global Suede
Includes accessory kit
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LIGHTING

OPTIONAL FINISHES

Using the latest in remote controlled RGB LED
technolog y, your pool table can now literally
light up the room! Easy to use, and fun to play
with, you can choose from a variety of programs
and settings that can help you set the mood.
If you have a smart house or C-BUS system
already installed, we can modify the LED
controllers so they can be added to the existing
network.

If you are wondering what the limits are to how
we can finish your table, your imagination is
the limit. However, if you needs some ideas,
Chrome and 24c Gold plating are options
that we offer. Every single piece is polished by
hand, ensuring only the best quality and zero
flaking. Be warned, the customer who requests
these finishes may need to build additional guest
houses for all the new friends!!
chrome plating

If however, you prefer something a little more
subtle, you can upgrade the Phoenix and
Mode pool tables to the ‘grand piano’ finish
(the Virtuoso includes this as standard). This
luxurious treatment – best for solid, bright
colours and metallics – results in a paintwork
so deep and glossy that even gravity doesn’t seem
to want to play by its own rules anymore. A
refined finish worthy of even the most exclusive
interior.
.
grand piano finish
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24c gold plating

TABLE TENNIS TOP
One of our best selling accessories, the table tennis top is both functional and striking.
Completed with a 2-Pack High Gloss ‘Grand Piano’ finish – the same finish as the G1
“Virtuoso”, this cover also includes our own custom made net posts; eliminating the need
for clamps and large bulky, or unsightly brackets. This accessory is an excellent addition
to any of our pool tables.

DINING TABLE COVER
Our glass covers come in three easily removable panels. Extremely minimal, the edges are
protected by a 3M product also used to protect helicopter blades from stones and debris.
This cover allows you to convert a pool table to a beautiful dining table.
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X-1 CUE RACK - FREE STANDING

X-1 CUE RACK - WALL MOUNTED

Designed to best suit the X-1 Pool Table,
the X-Series Cue Rack compliments the
sharp angles of our new pool table perfectly.
Practical and striking, we have incorporated the
minimalist concepts that have made our designs
cutting edge; without compromising on quality.

Based on the same construction of the free
standing model, the wall mounted version of the
X-Series cue rack is perfect for the home or venue
where space is in limited supply. Best suited to
an ultra-minimalist interior.
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G-Series CUE RACK
FREE STANDING

G-Series CUE RACK
WALL MOUNTED

A top of the range pool table demands a top of
the range cue rack. Ornamental yet unobtrusive,
our cue racks feature a safety glass back, and
all metal components are coated/painted to the
same finish of the pool table to match. Of course,
we can vary the colour at no charge. The cue
rack has space for six cues, a triangle, and two
shelves for ball storage.

So minimalist you will want to walk slowly
past or you might miss it! Effectively the same
as the free standing cue rack but without the
standing frame, this cue rack can be mounted
onto any wall and is both practical and very
easy to install.
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CUES
Alytex – Aluminium cues by Palko (Australia).
Our preferred cues to match the ultra-modern
styling of our pool tables. Variable/removable
weights in the base, strong and durable design,
very comfortable to use and a pleasure with
which to play.
If, however, you would prefer another style
of cue, we would be very happy to assist.

BALLS
High quality, Belgian made Aramith pool balls. Each carefully polished by
hand for a unique matte finish suitable for use on our patented Vitrik playing
surface. The Cue ball is specially treated resulting in a brilliant chrome
finish for use on our tables. Only balls supplied by Elite Innovations are
endorsed for use on Elite Innovations pool tables.
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TRIANGLES

Charity

Our custom made plexiglass triangles are
purposefully made to compliment the core
transparent design of our pool tables. Only
available at Elite Innovations, the aluminium
spacers are machined by hand and the triangle
is carefully assembled using state of the art
bonding elements similar to the technolog y
we use to make the glass pool table tops.

At Elite Innovations we have big plans for the future, but
underlying these plans is a passion to also make a positive
difference in the world. To make sure we leave this Earth a little
better than how we found it.

Of course, the ‘standard’ triangles we offer are
not exactly standard. Made of an aviation grade
aluminium, the custom made Elite Innovations
triangles are made in the USA by Delta-13.
The standard ‘Delta Select’ triangles come in
either silver ‘grey’ or anodised black and one
is supplied with every table. For a small cost,
you can upgrade to the black and silver ‘Delta
Elite’ triangle which is the official triangle
of the WPBA and strictly conforms to all
international standards.

With this in mind, we have partnered with two wonderful
organisations who have and continue to make a big difference in
the global community: Cancer Council SA and Save the Children
Australia.
For each sale of a pool table we will be donating the following:
X1 = AUD$1,400
G1 = AUD$1,000
G4 = AUD$800
G7 = AUD$600
Customers have the choice to donate the whole amount to one
organisation or split the donation evenly between the two.
Together, we can make a difference.
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